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The greenhouse effect
Gas / greenhouse gas / atmosphere....
When solar radiation reaches the Earth's atmosphere, some (about 30%) is
directly reflected, it means that it returned to space, by air, white clouds,
and the Earth's clear surface (we obviously think of the icy and white
regions like the Arctic and the Antarctic, but we must not overestimate
their role: their position at the poles means that they receive little solar
energy); the albedo is the measure of this mirror effect. Incident rays that
have not been reflected back to space are absorbed by the atmosphere
(20.7%) and the Earth's surface (51%). This last part of the radiation
absorbed by the surface of the ground brings it to heat which in turn
restores, day and night, towards the atmosphere.
The heat transfer between the Earth and the atmosphere is, in accordance
with the second principle of thermodynamics, from the warm (the earth) to
the cold (the atmosphere); it is done by convection (warming and
humidification of the air in contact with the ground then rise of this air and
release of the latent heat of the water vapor when it condenses in clouds)
and in the form of far infrared radiations.
The greenhouse effect is only concerned with these radiations, which will
be absorbed in part by the greenhouse gases, which contributes to
warming the atmosphere. Then in a third time, this heat contained by the
atmosphere is reemitted in all directions; one part escapes to space, but
another part returns towards the Earth and deduces from the heat input of
the surface towards the atmosphere, thus opposes the cooling of the
surface.
Without a greenhouse effect (which implies in particular: without water
vapor and without clouds), and at constant albedo, the average temperature

on Earth would drop to ‐18 ° C. But at this temperature, the ice would spread
over the globe, the terrestrial albedo would increase, and the temperature
would probably stabilize below ‐50 ° C (see Varanger glaciation).
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Links to
activity/project sheets

http://www.meteofrance.fr/climat‐passe‐et‐futur/comprendre‐le‐
climat mondial/leffet‐de‐serre‐et‐autres‐mecanismes
https://www.mtaterre.fr/les‐gaz‐effet‐de‐serre‐0
http://kidiscience.cafe‐sciences.org/articles/le‐rechauffement‐
climatique‐cest‐quoi/

Link to:
Activity: Experiment about CO2 impact on Earth temperature

Source : https://lesjeunesfaceauxcc.wixsite.com/lesjeunesfaceauxcc/expo

